
Shadow 741 

Chapter 741: Absolute truth 

The matter in the forest that seem like a small anecdote in the many adventures of Death Monarch is 

actually a universe changing event 

Azief did not know it. Will did not know it. But Erika knows it. She is one of the three players that is 

playing chess with the Omniverse. 

If Loki is here he would probably be shocked at the development of this matter. 

It deviated from the path it supposed to be. Some things had changed. Who knows whether it is a good 

thing for Loki or not. 

But it is certainly bad for Yewa Hafar. 

For an apostle that is meant to clear His Lord path and to make sure nothing changes, changes happen. 
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Who knows whether he would make a new move that would jeopardizes the plan of Loki and Erika? 

All of the other things in the past had been moving exactly as it is before. 

There are some slight deviations but even Loki could not predict the changes that has been brought by 

his meddling of the past events that leads to the current situation 

Azief in his timeline went to the future with Will the Dark Speedster because he could not believe the 

Oracle vision and the Oracle words. 

That was the reason why he went to the future among other reason. He did not want to believe that his 

closest friend, Sofia at that time would betray him 

Yes, in that other timeline, they never made it official that they love each other. Azief was hunted 

almost all the time, and he distance himself from Sofia on purpose. 

If there is one thing that had changed that leads to the quickening of the relationship dynamic between 

them, it is the appearance of Katarina 

As for Will the Speedster and Azief, their relationship now compared to the other timeline, is like the 

difference between heaven and Earth 

At that time, the relationship between Azief and Will the Dark Speedster is merely a relationship of 

benefit. 

Azief had something the Speedster wanted so he hired Will using that item. 

In this timeline, Azief and Will become sworn brothers, and they have such trust for each other that they 

would not mind sacrificing their life for the other. 

The relationship between them is like a true brother that would do anything for each other so that alone 

had changed the dynamics of the relationship between these two people 
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Yet, the ending of Will the Speedster is still the same. In that other timeline Azief did not harrow a 

journey into the Time Tunnel 

It is not the Time Tunnel that prompted Azief to become curious of his own future. Loki always said that 

personality sometimes determine one destiny and fate. 

In the other timeline, before Azief become the God of Life and Death, he was persecuted, hunted, and 

force to the corner by the suppression of the World Government and the many other organizations. 

In that other timeline, when he went to fight the World Government, he had lost and was imprisoned. In 

this timeline he won and created a legend 

And instead of getting called the strongest in the world after he became Sovereign, he had expedited 

that matter decades before. 

And there is another thing that Loki could not predicted. 

Because of Azief attainment is low that other timeline, he could not see things clearly. 

But this time when he met the Oracle, he had already reach Divine Comprehension level and the things 

he could see and the things he could infer is more mature than his other self in that other timeline. 

A different thought would lead to a different outcome. Probably this will be the true diverging point 

from the future. 

Could the matter of the Ice Deity fighting with Death Monarch in the Dragon Cliff for the Dragon Palm 

manual also be erased? 

The matter of the twenty King Fighting Death Monarch at the Stone Gates, would that mater also be 

erased? 

How about the matter of slaying the Seven Generals of the World Government to save his friend? Would 

that also be erased? 

Because this is no longer Lord Shadow. 

Azief had shed the Lord Shadow title when he became the Sovereign that rules over the path of life and 

death, who created the Underworld and molded the Heavens of Earth, creating a Divine Kingdom for 

himself and starting the era of Divinity on Earth. 

But in this timeline, after his dramatic escape from the Mountain of Everlasting Love, he had shed the 

title of Lord Shadow and titled himself Death Monarch. 

Some people even had forgotten that Death Monarch Azief once had the class of Shadow Lords. 

His tactics and his technique had nothing to do with Shadow Lords class skill. 

In this world right now, who dares to fight against Death Monarch? All the great power tries to avoid 

antagonizing Death Monarch, fearing that he would move. 

When Death Monarch moves, it is like a Titan waking up from slumber. Who would want to fight such 

figure? 



It is like fighting a mythological god. 

The road is long. And had many branches. And Azief had pick a new road to walk on. And that also 

change his tactics and his approach on things 

In this timeline, he had a family, friend and a lover. He had a lot. So he become a bit warm. He had 

brotherhood and he had love and passion in his heart. 

His situation is not hopeless and his life while a little bit grim sometimes, it still has some light that is 

worth protecting 

He is not the Prince of Darkness that ruled over the underbelly of the crime world in this timeline. He is 

not feared for his ruthlessness. And he is not as cold. 

He is the beacon of light in the darkness of the world. He is the hero of humanity, fighting an 

otherworldly invasion and giving a chance for humanity to strike back. 

In some places of the world, he is worshipped as a God, his statue carved in his likeness put in front of 

their villages or city to ward off evil and calamity 

He is a symbol of invincibility. 

People hides under his shadow and felt safe under it. His might reached the four corners of the world, 

his name resounded loudly, shaking heaven and earth 

Personality dictates fate and destiny. 

Loki was not wrong. Because of all of this factor, Azief decision and his choice would also change 

But it is ironic that this time, even though there is a lot of changes, Azief would still go this future. 

But there is still a bit of a subtle difference. he did not only want to see the future because of Sofia but 

also to see why Will were killed by him. 

The reason why he could see Will getting killed by him this time and not on that other nonexistent 

timeline is because this time, their lives overlapped and they created a bond. 

Time Tunnel is a mysterious place that sometimes show those who is inside it, the revelation of their 

past, present and future. 

It shows them not in an orderly manner and sometime confusing and perplexing but as long as one is in 

the Time Tunnel and could survive the Time Storms inside it without being lost, one could always gain a 

little bit of insight on the matter of time, and of matter of cause and effect 

Like those bubbles he saw on the veil, everything is connected. 

The reason you could not see the connection is only because you could not see far enough of wide 

enough 

The stronger the connection, the stronger the bond of time, of fate, of destiny between them 

Azief had seen about what happen to him and Sofia. He still could not infer why she would fight him and 

why she would ty to kill him 



He also could not infer why he would try to kill people like that. 

But he was at least comforted by the fact that even if she were to kill him, she would be sad doing it. 

Probably that is not the thing he should be focused on. But for some reason, he didn’t feel bad about it. 

If Sofia had wanted to kill him and felt not even an ounce of sadness in her heart, that would be too sad 

for him 

At least, even if she wanted to kill him., Azief could see she was sad about it. And for some reason, that 

made him happy. 

But he swore he would find the cause. And that is where Plan B come from. Will could break the barrier 

of Space Time. 

He had never been able to. Accidentally breaking it is something he once did 

But not doing it deliberately. Will had assure him that after his recent transformation, he could do it. 

And Azief wanted to see the cause. He had seen the effect. But he still did not know the cause of the 

matter. 

Azief thoughts all of this in just one second and then he looks back at the Oracle. 

This time he wanted to ask her some things. He asks for some time from Will. But they both know, time 

is ticking. And they are running late. 

The first thing he ask to the Oracle is this. 

‘That future I saw. Is it the absolute truth of my future?’ The Oracle smiles. The wind blows past 

between these two people as both of their robe flap in the wind. 

One is gray. One is black. The contrast is very striking. 

She smiles again. Azief frowned 

Chapter 742: Possibility 

Their robes flapping in the wind as they stare at each other eyes. 

She looks at him and then ask 

‘You don’t want to know what the price of asking my divination? You seem to be puzzled by my ask 

before. But now you don’t seem anxious to know what my pain is’ 

Azief shakes his head 

‘I could guess’ he said. Smiling widely the Oracle said 

‘I underestimated you. You see a lot’ 

‘People who underestimated me have never been in good position’ The Oracle nodded 

‘That is true’ 
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Silence once again passes between them. 

Azief might not have much time to burn, but that does not mean he is anxious. He had asked his 

question. And he would wait for her to answer. 

And he knows even if she did not want to answer, she has to. Because he is Death Monarch Azief. 

To not answer is to seal her doom. Sighing she then said 

‘Absolute truth of the future, huh?’ Shaking her head, she then said 

‘It is but a possibility of the many myriads possibility’ Azief took a moment to ponder on the nature of 

that answer. He then asks 

‘Your meaning is that it probably would not happen?’ 

Erika smiles and said 

‘People always wanted to believe things that are beneficial to them. They all wanted to believe that 

their future is rosy and shining brightly. I have seen many people Death Monarch. I have seen people 

coming to me, believing that their future is good and they want me to confirm it.’ 

Sighing she continues. 

‘They wanted to know what will become of them. Warlords, kings and emperors walk into my temple, 

believing that what I would show them would be the vision of their glory…. lasting. Most of the time, 

they would saw their hard work crumbles. They would saw that the future they thought that they would 

have is nothing but an illusion. And I would tell them of my prophecy. I give them a vision so they could 

see. I give them a prophecy so they are warned.’ 

Azief just listen to Erika words. 

Erika continues. 

‘And many of them vowed to me that they would fight against fate and destiny. They believe that they 

themselves are the chosen ones. That they could surpass the invisible power, of an attracting and 

repelling force of destiny and fate. And yet, in the end, when the war has been waged and the dust 

settles, all I see are people who finally bow down and kneel to these so called destiny and fate. They all 

lose and they all prostrate to the pressure of fate’ 

Smiling Erika then said 

‘I see something too when I look at your future. But what I see and what you see is probably different. 

Like we are looking at the same thing with a different vantage point. You want to believe that what you 

see is nothing but a possibility. And you wanted to believe that the possibility for things to happen 

exactly like in the vision is low. You are not the first one feeling like that. Nor would you be the last.’ 

Azief scoffed 

‘You, Oracles and Seers always like to be vague with your words. Do you afraid to tell wrong things or do 

you just like annoying people?’ Azief ask. Still smiling Erika said 



‘Are you angry?’ 

Azief takes a deep breath and said. 

‘You gave me vague answer.’ 

Shaking her head Erika said. 

‘I am probably the clearest Oracle that you will ever meet. Do I give you partial vision? I took you pass 

the Veil to see your own future. What happens there, what you see, is all the result of the past and 

present. Past and present forms your future’ 

She then said 

‘Like a book that is being string by threads, each pages from the prologue to the epilogue is all 

presented. What you see depends on your own power. And there lies the secret of the Veil. It is bonds. 

Emotions. I think you experience that already. You knew that once you are agitated, the vision become 

blurry. You have to be a spectator to see all of it. To see it like someone who is seeing a movie. And I am 

that someone’ and she chuckles a bit at her own private joke 

Azief close his eyes for a second. Who knows whether he is thinking or digesting what the Oracle just 

said. Then he opens his eyes. 

‘So, you are saying, that is my future?’ 
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‘Like I said, the vision you saw is just a possibility. But, the possibility is high. Extremely high. I only call it 

possibility because of your strength. For other people, what they saw in the vision beyond the Veil is not 

merely a possibility but an inevitability’ 

‘Then why tell me that it is a possibility?’ 

‘HAHAHA’ she laughs and then she said 

‘If you are strong, believe’ She once again said the words that carries the same meaning when she spoke 

to him in that weird space. 

Only this time she said it after Azief had seen the vision and then like before he understood it again. 

Before she said it and his understanding was that if you are strong enough, you could change something 

from unreal to real. Then is fate and destiny like that too? 

He narrowed his eyes and then said toward Erika 

‘Are you saying that if I reached a great enough power, I would be able to change that future I saw?’ 

Smiling like she knows something nobody else knows, she said 

‘Maybe, some of it.’ 

The sound of the leaves rustling winding through the forest. 



Now, that there is no longer dark blob creature and the area around the Stonehenge no longer have any 

protection formation around it, energy from the outside world is pouring in. 

Azief and Erika notices this but they do not care about it. 

They are now talking and doing things that is more important that the rushing of energy from the world 

pale in comparison with what they are talking about 

‘Why not all of it?’ Azief ask. 

‘Because, that is your future’ Azief was perplexed. Isn’t this like returning to the root of the problem. 

What did she mean by that? 

Erika must have noticed the expression on Azief face and then she explained 

‘It come from you. that future did not come from destiny or fate. You see it yourself in that vision. In 

that future, there is probably nothing stronger than you. I know what you are thinking right now. You 

wanted to fight against fate and destiny. You wanted to win against it. Surpass it and break through all 

the shackles’ and then she laughs mockingly 

Taking a few second, she then said 

‘Like I told you before, those who come before you, those who come in front of me and ask me of their 

future, all of them who is dissatisfied with what they see, they all wanted to fight against fate and 

destiny.’ 

Shaking her head, she laughs again and then she said 

‘Why would they fight fate and destiny? How ignorant. It is pointless and unnecessary’ Azief did not 

understand. 

‘Why? Why is it pointless?’ 

Smiling like this matter have nothing to do with her, Erika said 

‘Who told them that destiny and fate is their enemy? I surely did not tell them that. I just said the vision 

they saw is their fate and destiny. They interpreted it like fate and destiny is working against them. Fate 

and Destiny go with the flow. And what flow are they following? They follow hearts. They follow minds. 

In other words, they follow you. They follow your heart and minds. Specifically, your choices. It is an 

invisible force. An omnipotent force. And it is not easy to fight something that you yourself had devised.’ 

There is once again silence. Azief seem to be thinking deeply about something. Every once in a while he 

would close his eyes and frowned his forehead. 

He must be thinking of something. Erika did not say anything. She just waited for Azief to ask her. She 

waited as the sun of the morning is slowly coming up. 

Then Azief exhale and then ask her 

‘Then who should I fight?’ Azief ask. This time he is calmer. And his eyes have certain kind of glow in it. 

Chapter 743: True enemy 
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 ‘Then who should I fight?’ Azief ask. This time he is calmer. And his eyes have certain kind of glow in it. 

Erika nodded, satisfied with Azief answer 

‘Now, you are understanding’ she said. Then she pointed toward Azief. Azief look at that finger. Is she 

pointing at something else? is his first thought 

But then it dawned on him 

It was then that Azief understood. 

And understanding it, he laughs. His laugh reverberates across the forest; the Stonehenge nearby seems 

to be enveloped in a terrifying pressure that comes from Azief laugh. 

Azief laugh because he understands who he should fight. 

‘My enemy is myself’ he said and Erika nodded and said 

‘All of those who came before me lost against their fate and destiny because they all were wrong. The 

reason why is because they fought the wrong enemy. Instead of fighting against themselves, they fight 

against fate and destiny’ 

Once again, smiling with that eerie smile, she said 

‘Change yourself. Then your fate and destiny would also change.’ 

Azief got closer to his understanding of cause and effect with his meeting with Oracle. 

But even if he knows his enemy is himself, what things should he change? He knew the end result. But 

he did not know how he get there. 

It is like he knows where the end goals are. But he doesn’t even know why he got there. And he did not 

know where is the road leading to that end. Did he choose a shortcut? 

But what happens in between? That is what he doesn’t know. How could he change the future if he 

doesn’t know what kind of choice that he had make that leads to that future? 

Right now, as Azief keep thinking Erika is looking at him intently. 

Erika could see the confusion on Azief face. 

She sighed internally. Unfortunately, that battle will happen. That is something that Azief could not 

change. Loki knows this. She knows this. And Yewa Hafar also knows this. 

But if that is the case why are they still putting chess pieces? 

Simply because in their minds, that even if Azief reach that point, it is still not without hope. Loki and 

Erika wanted to change the future. Yewa Hafar wanted to keep it the same. 

When Loki and Erika took this task, they know that there are certain changes that they could not make. 

No matter how scheming or how powerful they are, there is one event that they could not change 

“But, not all’ she muttered inaudibly. 



Then Azief asks 

‘Then how would I know whether I choose wrong or right?’ 

‘Who said you were wrong?’ she said and for a moment, Azief frowned. Then he replied 

‘I see the future. I saw myself fighting the whole world. I saw people I knew, people I loved wanting to 

kill me. I don’t know what I did wrong. But for the whole world to be targeting me, there must be 

something wrong that I did, that make the whole world wanting to kill me’ 

Erika smiles bitterly and then she said 

‘As the Speedster would attest, never believe to much in what you see. Especially if it is related to Time 

matters and Time magic. Not everything is as it seems’ 

Azief seem to guess at something. He then asks 

‘You are saying that I fight against the world because the world is wrong?’ 

‘I’m saying that you still don’t know why you would fight them. But at least you know you will fight 

them. And since you know that, maybe you could slowly figure it out.’ 

Silence once again reigned between them. This time it is longer than before. She then said 

‘I guess this is it. Unless you have more things you wanted to see’ Azief nodded and then he said 

‘What about the Price?’ Azief ask. 

‘I’ll ask it when you return with Will.’ She said casually 

Azief then asked. 

‘I heard you tell prophecy’ 

She nodded 

‘What is mine?’ 

Smiling she replied 
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Azief narrowed his eyes. 

‘You seem to know what we are planning’ Erika smile nonchalantly and said 

‘I am the oracle. It is my job to know what will happen next. I would really bad at my job if I couldn’t see 

what you are doing next’ And she chuckles a bit. 

‘What if I don’t come to pay the Price after I am finished with my matter?’ 

‘A Price must be paid’ she said solemnly. 

‘And who will enforce it? Azief ask. Smiling Erika said 



‘Fate and Destiny’ she replies. Silence once again reigned between them. 

Azief nodded and he once again look at the eye of the Oracle. He felt shivers looking at that eye. 

Unconsciously he touched the area under his left eye and sighed. 

Erika saw what Azief had done and she only smiles mysteriously. Erika is confident that Azief had a 

premonition of what will happen between them. 

‘I will come back.’ He said 

‘I will be waiting’ she replies. Azief then turned around and walk to Will. Will could see that Azief is 

done. 

Sighing, he asks Azief 

‘We’re going?’ 

Azief nodded and reply 

‘We’re going’ Smiling Will nodded 

‘Good. This place gives me the creep’ Azief only chuckles. 

And then Azief ask 

‘Where is a suitable place for you to initiate it?’ he asks Will 

‘Andes Plain’ 

Azief nodded and put his hand on top of Will shoulder. He stops for a second, look around the area and 

then said to the Oracle 

‘Better be careful. The formation has dissipated. They are a lot of people that wanted to know where 

you are’ 

The Oracle just nodded with a smile on her face. Azief snorted. Then a powerful aura comes out of him. 

Laws of the world seems to respond to the energy coming out from Azief body. 

The land beneath his feet wrinkled and the air become compressed by a powerful force. 

The space distorts and they disappeared from the area. 

Erika look at this and sighed. The moment passed as the tree behind her began to wither even more. 

Then it crack 

Erika look at the tree and then chuckling, she said 

‘Even you are not eternal. Thank you for all the help’ she said as she rubs the tree. The fruits of this tree 

is imbued with Time Essence. 

It helps her a bit in combating the lifespan reduction and the effect of her going and peering through the 

Veil of Fate and Destiny. 



Before Azief had come to her, she already plucks all the fruits. If the jade Empire have the Peaches of 

immortality to supply the Immortals living in the Jade Palace, then for Oracles like her, there is a need to 

eat a fruit from the Tree of Time. 

The tree cracks even more and then the branches of the tree fall down and the tree fell down with a 

thud. Only the stump is left. 

She sighed. 

Then she felt a change in her body. She could not see it but she knows fate and destiny demands a price. 

Not to mention that she revealed the secrets of fate and destiny. 

It is a price. And a punishment 

Her face which is full of youth slowly wrinkles like she had been aged almost instantly. She felt energy 

leaving her body. She could feel something was snipped out of her. 

Her lifespan reduced and the vitality of her body seems to be seized by an invisible force. 

She plop down to the ground. 

Now, that Azief is gone, her location is no longer a secret. The World government, the Republic and all 

the other great powers, factions and secret societies will know her location. 

But she is not worried that they would find trouble with her. Because she knows that the moment Azief 

went with Will, there would be a great chaos in the world. 

Because Will and Azief is going to the future. And even that have a Price to pay. She could predict that 

the fabric of reality of the world would be weakened. 

The Barrier between world would be fragile. This is all a recipe for disaster. 

‘Things have changed. I look forward looking at that trickster face when he knows of this’ she said and 

she smirks a bit 

Sighing she then said 

‘Now, the Time Crisis has begun’ 

Chapter 744: A race (1) 

On the vast sea, a ship is going to the Island of Peace, covered with fog. Inside the ship, two people are 

standing on the front deck, looking at the distance. 

The Trickster and the Divine Archer is going to the Island of Peace. When their presence is noticed, it 

would surely create waves in the World Government. 

In Italy, cities are burning, and corpses strewn the streets as the army of the great Power eradicate all 

the influences of the Crime Alliance. 

Who knows where is Void, the leader of the Crime Alliance went. 
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On the sky above, a person guided by the Fates is slowly approaching Earth, his eyes looking at the path 

of the stars that would lead him to his salvation 

In Aleppo a certain man is throwing his glass vial to the wall, screaming that it is not enough. His eyes 

are full of vengeance. 

This man wears a bowler hat and after his bout of anger is calmed down, he continues his work 

muttering “I need more sample” 

In Beijing, the capital of Wei dynasty, sitting on the top of the entrance wall of the Lotus Palace is the 

Sage of Arrays, his eyes seem to be looking at the world, his staff beside him. 

His eyes with the help of the Array could see all over the world. 

Other than the seven forbidden sites, Pandemonium and the area around the Eye of Heaven in 

Antarctica, his eyes seems to see everything where there is mortal. 

He felt a premonition. And so he frowned. Meanwhile inside the Storm Tide, there is a person gasping in 

air, his body is bloodied while his wound is being bandaged by an armored man. 

The armored man then said to the bloodied man who is drifting in and out of consciousness. 

‘You need to survive. The Oracle have a use for you’ that man in the armor said as he continues 

bandaging the wound of that person. 

Standing on the corner of the room, looking at these two person with a little bit of amusement, is 

Narleod. He rubs his chin and his smile look particularly mischievous. 

Inside the Storm Tide, there is Narleod, Antonius and the leader of the Crime Alliance, the man people 

called Void. 

Today, something big is going to happen that will change the world once again. 

While all of this people are either minding their business, doing their matters, planning schemes and 

plots, there up there on the Andes Plain is two people. 

Before, in this vast land there is a Temple. But after Will teacher broke out from her sarcophagus the 

Temple was destroyed. 

But while there is no longer any temple of the Speedster, there is trees. There is a lot of them. It is like 

an entire forest had grown out in this plain. 

All of these tree have thick roots and their height reached the clouds. Griffins and monsters of the sky 

perched on top of these trees. 

If not for some of the branches on the lower parts of the tree, who knows what color the leaves of these 

trees and how big the branches are. 

The entire area is full of energy of the world and it was like they are around an immortal land. If Azief 

was still in Seed Formation, this place would be every good for gaining more energy. 



The wind around at the top is heavy. But when it passes the forest it became gentle. The forest formed 

its own Laws that merged with the laws of the world. 

Azief then said 

‘It is magnificent’ Will then reply 

‘These tree used to be standing around thirty feet tall, and its shade covered a large area of the Plains. 

Now, it grew even higher and even bigger. 

Azief nodded and then he said 

‘You said there were thunderbolts here. I have been looking forward seeing it.’ Will chuckles and then 

he explains 

‘Oreki seized all of it’ Will nonchalantly said as he moves forward. Azief follow. If before, Will follow him 

from behind, now, it is his turn to follow from behind. 

After all, this is Will specialty. They are about to break through space and Time. 

He has a plan on how to do it but for that he requires a speedster ability to determine the weak point of 

space and time 

Will seems to be looking for something. And he just keeps following Will inside the forest. 

It is true what Will have said. The forest provides a shade. At night this place would probably be so dark 

and dangerous. 

There is a lot of plants on the ground. Some of them are colorful and some of them emits fragrances. 

Some of them have thorns on their body and some of them have some kind of medicinal properties that 

would help in the concoction of medical pills and even poison. 

The air is also very clean and refresh one mind. 

Azief had seen so much nature since the Fall that he almost forgets that during his time, the world is 

polluted and the air was so thick with harmful gases that there are many people that have breathing 

problems. 

Nowadays, while Earth still have new innovation in technology, it is powered by the energy of the world 

or by some kind of external force that came from magic or a source of magic. 

The world had changed. And so is their inhabitants. He takes a deep breath as they keep walking inside 

the forest 

Azief then ask when he thinks about Oreki. 

‘You were not mad that he seized the thunderbolts here?’ Azief asked. Will keep walking. He stops for a 

bit and then he answer 

‘Why would I? I am not like him’ 

‘You have thunder too’ Azief simply said 



‘Our thunders are different.’ 

‘Even thunders have differences, huh?’ Azief chuckles a bit 

‘A thousand thoughts, a thousand paths’ Will reply. 

‘It seems you have also been infected by my other friends’ 

Will did not understand so he asks 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘They all speak like they are composing a poem. Some are curt, some are vague and some of them are 

flowery.’ 

Smiling, Will chuckles. 

‘Maybe, because you talk like that. If anything, I am infected with this style of speaking from you’ Azief 

laugh. 

Their conversation seems normal and their reactions also seems normal. 

But that in itself is abnormal. 

If any other person could see and hear their words and their conversation and looking at how relaxed 

they were, they probably said that these two are very abnormal. 

The Andes Plain is said to be a site of great gathering energy point. 

There is the fact that there is no longer the temple of the Speedster to absorb the energy in the Andes 

Plain but there is also the forest that formed its own Laws and maintain a high concentration spot for 

energy of the world that gathered here. 

The ground is filled with herbs and plants that would tempt researchers and Alchemist or pill makers 

that dabble in medicine or poisons. 

Other than that, there is also monsters and beast that could provide great nourishment for the body and 

the development of one energy 

But since everyone kenos that the Andes Plain is a place of high concentration energy, a place where 

there is a lot of herbs and precious monster, why would there be no people visiting it. 

Because the monsters in the Andes Plain is not some kind of normal monsters 

The higher the concentration of energy of one place also means that it did not only attract humans. It 

also attracts monsters. 

And since these monsters came here, they have been growing, making there nest and home in the 

forest, in the underground caves and growing stronger. 

From the top to bottom, the area of the Andes Plain is populated with monsters. In the sky, griffins, Sky 

Snakes and Wyvern patrol the air. 



On the ground, beast-like monsters ruled the land. On the rivers and lakes, gigantic snakes slither inside 

it 

Only a few people could dare walk on top of Andes Plain these days. Those that dare walk, is strong 

people 

That is why their relaxed manner and their attitude that seems to be able to hold a normal conversation 

in such a terrifying place could be called abnormal. 

Azief then ask Will again 

‘I thought Oreki had once came to the Plains before you came?’ 

‘Yes’ Will answered 

‘He came again?’ 

‘Also, yes.’ 

Azief frowned a bit and then smiles this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please 

go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

‘Either he has a big appetite or he is desperate’ Azief said. 

Smiling, Will reply 

‘Also, yes’ Azief then could understand why. Unlike him, Oreki did not have the Universe Orb and he did 

not have his experience in traveling through the multiverse. 

And with Orvanians fixing the structural integrity of the fabric of reality, it become harder for people to 

travel through the Multiverse. 

As for the World Gate, maybe there is some hidden story between the Two Twin Sages of Japan with 

Hirate that prevents them from asking permission to enter the Multiverse through the World Gate. 

Chapter 745: A race (2) 

Azief then said 

‘Oreki refines thunder. It seems he is preparing himself. And also he must be trying to break through to 

Divine Comprehension. I did not know his path., But I could surmise that it might not be that different 

from you. He might merge the Disk in his body and achieve his own path of Divine Comprehension. So, 

he is collecting thunder. Even the Speedster thunder.’ Azief knows that the Speedster thunder have 

some special properties. One such properties are that it is full of the essence of Time’ 

So he asked Will 

‘Your teacher is not worried?’ Will stop walking. He seems to ponder the question for a moment and 

then he replied. 

‘She is concerned. But not worried.’ 

‘What if he had your speedster ability by taking in the thunders of Speedsters?’ Will simply replied 
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‘Thunder is fast. But Speedster strength does not only rely on speed. And Oreki did not pursue speed as 

his ultimate goals.’ 

‘It seems you have a lot of information about him’ 

‘He stole the thunders after all’ Oreki reply. 

Azief laughed. 

They keep walking. 

Everyone once in a while, there would be a few gigantic monsters that charged toward them. Azief did 

not kill hem. 

He just need to release his aura and when he releases it, these monster would change their tune and 

back away, slinking back into the darkness of the forest. 

Then he stopped. Will close his eyes and then slowly one could feel the pulsating of energy from the 

area. 

Azief frowned. He could feel that the Time flow around the Andes Plain is stagnating. Azief look around., 

he saw a slithering creature. 

And his frown become deeper. 

The slithering creature appear to be moving so slow that it almost seems like it didn’t move. He then 

looks toward a tree. 

Before Will activated his energy, a wind blows. 

The branches of the tree swayed and a leave fall down. But now, that leave that is being blown by the 

wind and plucked off from the branches is still up in the air, falling slowly like it is in a slow motion 

replay. 

Azief then smile 

‘It seems I have a lot to learn’ 

Will is now gathering the power of Time and imbuing it in his speed. He was not as fearful as before. 

Like Azief, he too wanted to see the future. And like the oracle had said, he did not believe the future 

that much. 

His teacher had taught him a lot about what kind of game Time played. The things they showed you is 

certainly not things that you would want to see. 

That is because Time have a plan. And they don’t like it when their plan is disturbed. As such, they would 

show only things that would make you self-fulfilled the things you see. 

His blue eyes turn golden with lightning swirling around his irises. 

Golden lightning burst out of him and the pressure of the world descended upon him. Space and Time 

seems on the verge of cracking. 



The entire ground is filled with slithering electricity arcs. 

It ravages everything around it. The green grass did not even have the chance to burst into flames 

before they were turned into dust. 

The slithering creatures that Azief saw was on the path of the electricity arc. 

The moment even a fraction of that lightning touches it, the slithering creature turns into dust. 

The trees that is unfortunate and in the path of the burst of lightning arcs all turns into dust. From the 

epicenter that is Will all around the fifty kilometers radius all turns into dust. 

Except Azief. Azief look on at this destruction calmly. Not even his robe was affected. The lightning arcs 

that turns everything into dust avoided him. 

The Laws around him prevented the lightning arcs from even coming three feet all around him. 

The grass beneath Azief feet is still green. 

‘So, Speedster could even confuse time?’ Azief thought to himself. 

He saw what Will do and as such he saw some other things that was in play when Will activated that 

burst of energy. 

He is using the Time flow of the world to assimilate with his thunder. 

‘It is a bit like stealing thunder’ 

So he could confuse time. A key to go into the future. An essence of Time is needed. 

Will and him had a plan. They plan to pierce through Time Space and went into the future. But they 

must be able to bypass the Time Tunnel. 

If not, they might be stuck in a limbo. Will himself has been getting stronger after gaining a few legacies 

of the Savi’krian race. 

Azief comes closer. With each step he takes, the lightning arcs make way for him. Then he arrives beside 

Will. 

Will took a deep breath and the lightning arcs receded. 

The most miraculous tings happened. Wherever the lightning arcs receded, the destroyed area that the 

lightning arcs passes seems to recovered. 

It was like the scene was replayed back. 

The trees that turns into ashes that is flying in the wind, suddenly reformed back into trees. Grass 

appears back and any living creature that have died appears well like they have never been destroyed 

‘Time’ Azief said. Will nodded as the fifty kilometers radius around him become exactly as it is before 

This time there is some Laws around Will thunder. Azief could acutely feel it. 

It is the Time Law. 



‘So, speedster could manipulate Time Laws? You don’t even need to become Divine Comprehension? 

That sound like cheating’ Azief chuckles a bit 

Will smiles and reply 

‘Only temporarily. This Thunder that I refined would acts a s a key to bypass the time Tunnel. It will be 

released when we pierce through Time and Space. It would also help us in making sure that we landed in 

the future’ 

‘So, it also acted like a guide’ 

‘Yes. The Time I refined come from this moment. As such, if I inject this into the Time stream when we 

are travelling, it would act as a bookmark. So, that we would not be sucked into the past beyond the 

time that we take now. 

‘In other words, you would create a wall.’ 

‘Yes. That would make the only possible destination for us is the future. Thankfully, you have seen it. It 

would be easier for us to reach that time.’ 

Azief thought about it and he nodded 

‘Will we fall exactly at that time?’ 

‘No, we probably have to adjust along the way. We just have to be careful not to meddle to much’ 

‘I can’t promise you that’ Will heard what his sworn brother said and then he laughed 

‘In defiance of everything. I could understand that’ he said. 

‘Ready?’ Will ask 

Smiling Azief reply 

‘Ready as I will ever be’ 

Will closes his eyes and then opening it back up, his entire physiques turns blurry with lightning swirling 

so fast around him that the Laws of Time and Space around him seems distorted. 

The sky above his head opened up revealing the starry skies of the Universe. 

Someone out there in the center of a place that is hidden from the multiverse, the Supreme Intelligence 

of the Orvanians sounded the alarms. 

The Orvanians in duty answer the call. They check the report and their face all become pale. 

Inside the Infinite Tower, the captain quickly went to the Central Command rushing quickly. 

Reporting to the highest chain of command, the message was chilling. 

‘Send someone to Earth Prime multiversal points. The fabric of reality is being disturbed. Time and 

Space seems to go wild, opening rips of worlds. A multiversal convergence ins happening. Any past act 

that rip the barrier between world is now about to be opened up. Send help!’ 



That day, the Orvanians began to move. 

It is not always that they make a move. And it is not always they communicated with the same planet. 

just in a couple of years, they once again have to go back to Earth Prime. 

The Elders of the Orvanians knows something is afoot there. Many big events of the Omniverse would 

begin there….and end there. 

This time familiar faces of the Orvanians again take the helm going to Earth Prime…once again. 

On Earth however, not knowing that the moment Will had erupt with that energy of time it had 

attracted the attention of otherworldly civilization, Will look at Azief and said 

‘Wanna race?’ 

Azief smiling said 

‘You betcha’ this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

And then standing in a running pose, they both kick the ground and an explosion happens on top of the 

Andes Plains. 

The eruption creates a crack on the ground and a powerful eruption erupts as the Andes Plain 

disintegrate into dust. 

And a pair of lightning bolts seems to be traversing across the world, bringing with them the Laws of 

Time and ripping apart Space around it. 

One is black. And one is golden. 

The Golden Speedster and Death Monarch is having their second race. Two bolts of lightning flashed 

across the world 

And Time and Space went wild 

Time Crisis has truly begun. 

Chapter 746: Race of their life 

The race of their life. 

That is probably the thought of Azief and Will as they ran in parallel with each other. There are like two 

gods of speed racing with each other 

Gathering speed around their body with each step they take 

At times they converged and passes each other. When they pass each other, they pass each other 

speeds and as such they become even faster. 

They need to make sure their speed is in balance so that they would not lost each other in the Time 

Flows Streams later 
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At times, they went in separate directions, confusing the Time Stream and gathering even more speed. 

Laws are being stirred by their constant racing that seems to break the sound barrier and reaching the 

peak of speed akin to the speed of light. 

As they ran weird phenomenon started to happens all over the world 

There are some places where a sudden eruption happens creating large explosion that shakes the world. 

At other places, rivers evaporate s into gaseous substance into the air. At other places, a forest suddenly 

disintegrates into particles of atom. 

Yet, if those who could see this from the sky, they would see that it is happening all at the same time at 

different places 

One might be mistaken that a lot of people are doing this all at the same time when it is not. 

Two people is doing it and they are not doing it intentionally. 

As they gather speed, the extreme energy that come from their body and gathering around their entire 

being, it created these phenomena. 

If not for the All Source maintaining the integrity of the world with magic, this speed would probably 

tear apart the world from inside out 

This all happened in the three second that they started their race. 

The moment that Will and Azief start their race, the Multiverse is shaken. 

The fabric of reality seems to be slowly tearing apart as both of them are running all over the world. 

They are so fast that space was sucked into the vortex of their speeds. Azief is like a bolt of dark 

lightning, imbued with the Laws of the World. 

Will on the other hand is like a golden lightning streaking all over the world. Each of their steps created 

whirlwinds and sharp gales 

Some of them dissipates in a second, others scattered because of the pressure of the powerful speed. 

The clouds were ripping itself apart up in the sky. The sight is very terrifying. No one notices it yet. 

Because only five seconds had passed in the real world. 

People did not notice it yet. But when they do, they would ask question and they would wonder who 

created such phenomenon. 

The sky opened up a rift showing the starry skies above. Clouds disappeared and those with acute sense 

could feel that even the rotation of the world seems to change. 

The world seems to shift and swayed 

Wherever they pass, Time seems to experience a change. At certain times, it halted. At other times, it 

accelerates. At other is decelerate 

Time is thrown into chaos. 



At the same time, in France, Jean who was inside his Room of Clocks, was alerted. No one is more 

sensitive to the change of the Time flow than him 

He looks at the towering collections of clocks in front of him and he frowned deeply. He has been here 

since dawn. 

For some reason, he had a premonition that something would happen today. 

After waking up and leaving Paulette in his palace, he went immediately to his Room of Clocks. 

People did not know it but he has a lot of Room of Clocks. There is one in Moscow. And there is one in 

France. 

There are two clocks that have its time pointer moving weirdly. 

Tick. Tock 

Tick. Tock 

Tick…Tock. 

Jean eyes narrowed 

‘The Clock is about to burst’ He said looking. 

‘Someone is changing the Time Flow’ he got up from his seat. He put down the monocle on top of the 

table. 

He sighed 

‘They need to be stopped. This will create a calamity?? 

He walks slowly but for some reason it did not feel slow. Instead it felt almost like Time itself is 

overtaken by him. 

he went out his room, his entire body swirling with the laws of Time. 

Purple aura rises from him and wherever he moves, Time seems to halt. When he passes the area, Time 

moves again 

He closes his eyes and then opening his eyes, his eyes is shining purple. 

‘There’ 

He took a step, Time distorted and Space obeyed. A thousand of years compressed into a moment, a 

moment stretched into thousands of years. Time is manipulated and Space were opened. 

A step that is filled with this abstruse concept that is close to the peak of the knowledge of Time and 

Space. 

A step is all he needs. 

He took a step, his feet rise up and when it falls down, he is thousands of kilometers away from his 

original position, floating somewhere in the ocean, Time Swirls appears beneath his feet. 



He had compressed Space and Time to make a journey that would take him hours only take him a 

second. 

He did not know where he is now. 

He just follows the Time Stream. And here he is. Before he could think of why, he saw it. 

The moment he appears there; a flash of lightning passes him by. 

The purple aura around him wavered like it had hit something that is beyond its power to manipulate. 

It almost got ripped out from his body and Jean eyes widened. In his Room of Clocks, tow clocks 

exploded. 

Meanwhile, Jean is still recovering as Time around him went away from his control. It took him a second 

before he could regain back his control over the Time Flow around him. 

‘Absorbing Time and generating speed’ he thought the moment he saw that lightning flash. 

He then frowned. Two bolts of lightning. There is only two people that could do such a thing to his 

powerful Time Field. 

The Speedster who had a lot of knowledge about Time Laws and the other one is the strongest person in 

the world Death Monarch 

When one reaches a certain level of power, they could even ignore Laws. 

Anyone that is around his Time Field would have their movement halted. But those two lightning bolts 

did not even halt. It was like his Time Field is nothing but air. 

Then he understood it. 

‘Remnants of Time. It means I am late’ he thought to himself. 

Around him Time is halting. The eruption that is about to blow up beneath his feet because of the speed 

of the lightning was also halted by Jean Time Field. 

A few droplets of water could be seen coming up, the precursor of a large blast. Slowly like it has been 

slowed down a thousand times, the water slowly comes up, the scene is magical. 

Jean knows the reason that they are not halting completely is because the ripples of the speed of those 

two people interfering with Time Laws. 

His eyes narrowed. 

‘I don’t have any enmity with you Death Monarch’ he thought to himself 

‘But this could not be allowed’ muttered. 

Then he closes his eyes and his forehead seems to creased. He is concentrating 

There, on the Room of Clocks in France, the hand of the clocks all experience something bizarre. 



Some of the clocks in the Room of Clock exploded. Others have the hand of the time in the clock to be 

spinning erratically. 

Time Essence swirls inside the Room of Clocks. And like it is being guided by something, it came out from 

the room and went all over the world. 

And it concentrated toward that person floating on top of the sea. 

Jean the Time Monarch is finally going to fight. 

Chapter 747: The time monarch and the golden speedster 

No one had ever seen Jean the Time Monarch is a true fight since he joined the Republic 

It is because of that no one knows how to rank him among the many heroes and heroines of the world 

The consensus of many people was that Jean is powerful. But the powerful part of his abilities is not 

considered powerful in terms of destructive power like Death Monarch. 

No one ever saw the destructive power of Jean since he joins the Republic 

People who are not the people of the Republic called him Time Monarch. 

After Azief called himself Death Monarch, those who believes themselves to have the qualifications had 

also adopted such title. 

There was Oreki who called himself Thunder Monarch and then there is a few others in the world. 

Those weak people did not dare using such title unless they are ready to bear the weight of such title. 

The moment one uses such title without a proper strength, they must be ready to be probed by the 

great powers of the world. 

Jean power had never been witnessed by the people of the world. Of course this is after the events of 

the Weronian War. 

Because of that no one knows how much he has improved. What they do know is that Jean had the 

ability to manipulate Time. 

But after the Weronian Invasion event he has been very quiet in the world stage, rarely fighting anyone. 

The information about him turns mysterious 

No one ever head of him striking upon an island and destroy it with one slash of a sword. But every 

single great power in the world included him and asses him to very dangerous. 

If not for the fact that he rarely enters the battlefield, people might have more dread from this former 

Emperor of France. 

The reason why he is so feared is because his ability in governing and manipulating Time around him. 

As years go by, people could only imagine the height that he had achieved in manipulating Time. 

The World Government once tried to kill Jean by sending assassin. 
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They send around a hundred assassin to kill him from many dark organizations from the underbelly of 

the crime world. 

Jean knew about the attempt on his life 

The Republic also knew about it. 

But no one did anything. They did not raise any alarms. They did not put more guards around Jean and 

all in all, it was almost like they treated the credible news as nothing to be worried about. 

The Republic even saw some of the assassins and let them enter France to try to kill Jean. 

One might think that it is Boris plot but it isn’t. Jean was the one that told Boris to let those assassins to 

enter France. 

When they enter, they hide their trace. Every few days since these people enter, an assassination 

attempt would be attempted on Jean 

No one succeeded to even touch the sleeve of his Senate robe. None succeeded. 

The moment that they try to attack, they would suddenly get caught in place, unable to move a step. 

Like being captured by a vice grip that would not let go, they stop. Time stop and they are easily 

dispatched. 

That is why he is dangerous. The Republic become the burial place of those one hundred assassins. 

He could manipulate Time and if Jean decides to kill people he could confuse many people eyes. 

He could change the properties of Time, and the flow of time whether to accelerate, decelerate or stop 

it 

That is a powerful ability to have. of course with his current mastery, he could not stop the Time Flow of 

the entire world but only a few kilometers around him 

That was seven years ago. Nowadays, he might be able to manipulate the time flow of time in a much 

larger scale than before 

Jean close his eyes after the pair of lightning passes him by. 

He once again felt the Time Flow of the world slowly getting crazier. On one part, the Time is 

accelerating, on another it is decelerating and even showing signs of Time Degradation. 

Only those with great attainment in the Laws of Time could feel the disturbance that is in the air right 

now 

Jean did not know why Death Monarch and Will is trying to open the Time Space but he could not let 

them succeed. 

This has nothing to do with personal reason. This has nothing to with any interest between the great 

powers. 



Jean out of everyone understood the power of time. And because he understood its power, he also 

understood its danger. 

He could feel that the barrier between worlds right now is very fragile. It is already in the verge of 

breaking down 

He could not let it get even worse. 

He once again scans the world with his Sense. In his Sense everything is slowed down. And because of 

that he could even Sense where a Speedster might be. 

His body is already swirling with Time Essence that is solidifying itself in the form of mist 

‘There’ he takes another step. 

The moment before he takes the step he already had activated Time Field around him. He would not get 

caught unaware again. 

Time distorted, Space were pull around and then Jean disappeared from the ocean. 

The blast that was contained by the Time Field, losing its constraint of Time, erupted. 

In the Indian Sea, a large eruption of water exploded, reaching the clouds and created a tall waves and 

changes the course of the wind around the sea. 

Jean disappeared and like he is manipulating Space, he appeared at someplace else. He suddenly 

appeared on top of a mountain. 

His eyes opened and a golden flash of lightning passes him by again, a spark of electricity touches his 

body. 

‘He is not late’ he thought to himself 

‘Reverse!’ Jean shouted. The words that came out from his mouth is an ancient language that means 

reverse. 

Then the most miraculous things happen. The Time Field had already come into effect the moment he 

arrived. 

The golden flash that passes him by slowly reverse back, rewinding itself a few moments before it passes 

him. 

In this moment that is slowed down, Jean could see Will looking at him, his body is charged with 

powerful kinetic energy that seems to transmute into a different kind of energy that is hard to recognize 

This new energy that changes the properties of the kinetic energy seems to disturb the Laws of Time and 

Space. 

Most people would not be aware that their Time was turning back. But that is not the case with 

Speedsters. 

They notice. That is why Will look at him and he look at Will 



They look at each other. Will did not just look at him. He tries to move as Time is turning back. 

Electricity arc that have the properties of Time slithers around Will hand. He wiggles his fingers. And one 

finger broke from the restriction of time. 

Then two fingers. Until his whole palm reaching to his shoulders parts all could be moved. Jean frowned. 

He knew what Will try to do. Jean tries to take a step backward. 

Will smile and then his hand moves. He punches toward Jean, lightning arcs exploded around his hand 

His hand is swirling with powerful enemy. 

He compresses the speed around him and release his punch that seems to instantly break supersonic 

speed. 

The punch seems to break through the Time Field. Jean eyes turns sharp as uses his hand to deflect that 

punch. 

Time forces seems to collide between these two, creating a small space fissure on the area where the 

deflected blow happens. 

The force of the punch falls down toward the left area of Jean. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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The land behind Jean left side erupted and half of the mountain disintegrate into dust. That is the 

damage of a full powered punch by a Speedster that is boosted with the power of Time 

But right now Time is still trapped in the Time Field. 

So, when the force of that punch reached the mountain, the process of disintegration could be seen 

clearly with each dust, each soil, each trees, turning slowly into particles of atoms 

Jean frowns turns deeper. He looks at Will and said 

‘Stop this madness’ 

Will only smirks as he ignores Jean words. Jean expression turns hard as Will is about to execute another 

attack 

‘I could not let him get the initiative’ Jean thought to himself 

Jean also make a move as he kicks toward Will trying to make the Speedster change course. Once the 

speed is in disarray, whatever that these two planned will be ruin. 

He would try to persuade Death Monarch to abandon this plan of his of piercing through Time and 

Space in this brutish way. 

Jean had never care too much about the rivalry between the Great Powers. 

And unlike any other that have complicated relationship with Death Monarch, the only time that he had 

ever meet Death Monarch was during the Weronian Invasion. 

They mostly cooperated with each other. 



To him, Death Monarch whatever his faults is a great protector of humanity. And a legendary hero that 

lit up an era. He had respect for the man regardless of his other faults. 

It is because of that he did not want Death Monarch to become the enemy of the world. 

Doing this act, Jean could predict what will happen to the world and what will happen to the reputation 

of Death Monarch. 

If the world become enemy with Death Monarch, he fears that Death Monarch will also treat the world 

as his enemy. 

And that is not good. The world should not have to many enemies. They should be united. 

Will dodged the attack as Jean was broken out of his reverie. 

He could still move even under the Time Field influence. Jean thought to himself. 

‘Speedsters are really a bane for Time’ Jean thought to himself as he then punches toward Will. 

Will right now could not attack freely because even in the Time Field he is still trying to gather speed. 

Now his speed is churning over the territory of the Time Field. 

That also means he could move even under the influence of the Time Field. The lightning arcs are now 

swirling all over his body making him able to move. 

Jean and Will glance at each other and they knew that they have to fight. Because Will need to run 

more. And Jean wanted to stop Will. 

They both have different objectives. And this difference could not be solved by words. So, they have to 

talk with their fist 

The moment Jean broke out from the Time Field and the moment Jean realized that, their fist bot 

headed toward each other. 

They then traded blows. Their missed attack went behind each other as both of them expertly dodges 

the other attack precisely. 

Jean could feel that the time is near. 

As they fought in an unmoving Time, their area of fighting expanded as Jean retreated backward. 

The larger the area expand, the harder it is for Jean to maintain the Time Field while moving. 

He rarely ever fights when the Time Field is activated. Because nobody could move in his Time Filed 

except him. This situation is the first for him since the Weronian War. 

On the other hand, with each step that Will takes he is gathering even more speed. 

But Jean was not concerned. Speedster might be bane for people who uses Time related powers 

But that is only if that Time is not controlled. 

On the hands of someone who understand Time laws the ferocity of a Speedster could be contained. 



‘Decelerate’ he declares, and like a Time God that controls the Time Flow of the world, the moment he 

said those words, it was like a decree that needs to be obeyed, something changed in the Time Stream 

A powerful sensation swept Will entire being. 

Chapter 748: To the future 

To his shock, Will found himself feeling his movement to become sluggish and slower the moment that 

sensation swept his body 

it was like something is tying itself onto his feet, his hands and his neck. Time Threads appears all over 

his body, tying him down. 

He could move even in Time Field but now his speed is decreasing. The threads are draining his speed 

away. 

Will takes a step backward to try to lessen the effect but then he halted his step. His eyes narrowed. 

He found out what Jean is trying to do to him. Because if he changes his course of speed right now, a 

minimal loss of speed would happen. 

It might be minimal but it is crucial for the plan. 

If he retreated, he and Azief need to once again gather speed. 

And Jean would interfere again and again until he could not gather more speed. 

The thing about Jean is not the fact that they are the same realm in Disk Formation that enable him to 

suppress Will to such state, it but his mastery of his Path. 

Jean ability in controlling time is peerless. Even Azief is here he would not dare say that his mastery of 

Time is even more proficient than Jean. 

This sudden interference by Jean is unexpected and unplanned. Even if Loki is here, he would not have 

predicted such change in the storyline. 

Loki had always been paying attention of how much the people around Death Monarch had changed. 

Loki noted the change in Sofia the Divine Archer, the change in Katarina the Ice Queen and those around 

Azief. 

But he did not pay too much attention to Jean. 

The reason is not because Jean is not important. The reason is because Jean had rarely interacted with 

Death Monarch in the beginning. 

In the original timeline, Jean did not really come into play until the Contention for the Divine Throne. 

It was only after that event, that Jean interacts more with Death Monarch. 

And like in Loki timeline, Jean as expected did not meddle much with the matter of Death Monarch and 

they rarely meet each other or even talk to each other. 

So his appearance right now, trying to obstruct Azief and Will plan is something no one ever expected. 
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The reason is simply because in this world there is Death Monarch that things changed so much. Azief 

never had the title Death Monarch in that other timeline. 

His title was Prince of Darkness and he was regarded as such even after he became a Sovereign. But in 

this timeline, he had become the strongest person in the world earlier than Loki had expected. 

As such, certain things have changed. And one of those changes is the mastery of Time Laws by Jean. 

Jean only need to take a step forward to reach Divine Comprehension. 

Unlike Azief path of perfection that requires thirteen Laws, Jean had always cultivated only one law. 

There is power in concentrating of one path. 

It is because of that Jean had been able to sense the change of the world Time Stream and come out 

from his Room of Clocks to try to stop this plan of Death Monarch and Will. this content of 
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‘It is over’ Jean said but the moment he said that he felt his Time Field is being encroached by something 

else 

Smiling Will said 

‘Yes. You were right. It is over’ Will look toward the other side. He could see Azief is coming toward him 

There is a reason why Will push Jean until the Time Field become larger. The Time Field is weakened 

After they passed Jean in the ocean a moment ago, Azief and Will split up to gather more speed and not 

assimilating their speed just yet 

Their speed at that time is unbalanced. 

Will have too much speed. Azief speed is a little inferior. 

When Jean suddenly appeared on the ocean, they look at each other and like they could read each other 

mind a plan formed in their minds. 

They knew that Jean probably come out from his area to stop them. And there lies an opportunity. 

Will wanted his speed slow down. But he could not just take a break which would stop his momentum. 

The other way was to discharge the speed at certain point of Time in the past. 

But when Jean came there is an opportunity for him to try another way. Like they planned, Jean appears 

again, this time on the mountain and uses his Time Field to rewind back time 

Will had to act like he was conflicted in leaving when he needs to lose a bit of his speed. 

But his shock when Time binds him is was a real shock. 

He notices that if Jean kept going with that Time manipulation, his speed would really decrease a lot and 

that would make his plan and Azief plan crumble. 

Thankfully, Azief had been ready and is now coming for him 



Jean look at Wil conflicted. He could sense that he was schemed upon. 

But he is not sad. He is just conflicted 

Right now, Jean could already see that Azief is coming near to him. To others all they could see is two 

lightning bolts and a purplish glow. 

They could not see the solid form of these three people. In the time field it appears they have been 

fighting for a long time. 

After all they did traded thousands of blows. 

But in the real Time Flow, only a few second had passed. 

Two second passed when they were at the ocean and Jean appears on top of the mountain. And 

another second where he talks with Wil and traded blows with him 

Jean saw that Azief is coming toward him and he sighed. There is like a different time Flow around Azief. 

So, even though Azief is fast, in Will eyes it appears to be slow 

Jean then ask Will 

‘Is it worth it?’ Will smiles bitterly listening to Jean question. 

He knew Jean try to stop them with kind intention. Will himself is not that ignorant about what will 

happen if they succeeded in breaking through the barrier of Time and Space 

And the speed that two of them would generate would create enough propelling force to see a lot of 

things in the future. 

That is not necessarily a good thing. Will answer Jean question 

‘My brother think it is worth it. And I too think it is worth it. So, it will be worth it’ he answers. Jean 

shakes his head 

‘You know, that there are two probable possibilities of what is going to happen the moment you see the 

future. Either you set it in stone by looking at it. Or changing it to a much worse future’ 

Azief appears then. The Space around them break and a sound like a glass breaking could be heard. 

Azief also heard Jean words. 

He smiles and then answer the question that Will is supposed to answer. 

‘It will be worth it’ It looks like that is the answer that Azief had reached. Or maybe it is a word means to 

convince himself. 

Jean closes his eyes and then as Azief is about to push him with his hand, Jean took a step back, his 

expanded Time Field shrink to only a foot in front of him. 

But that one feet around him is so dense with Time Essence that it is approaching the comprehension of 

laws of time. 



Azief then close his fist, and pointed one of his finger. This finger holds the might of Heaven. The force 

coming out of his one finger is enough to flatten any mountain on Earth 

If it attacks Jean, Jean would probably break Time and Space and end up millions of miles away. It come 

closer. 

And then it is close to one feet to Jean chest. 

Azief finger that is about to poke toward Jean chest stop. 

Azief eyes widen in shock and amusement colored his face. He revolves the laws that is inside him and 

his finger finally move. 

But it is trembling. 

The Time Field around Jean one feet distance is cracking…. but it is holding on. 

‘Impressive’ Azief unconsciously muttered. Jean only smile bitterly at the compliment 

‘I’m still not good enough’ Jean said as he takes another step backward. Jean disappeared like he was 

never there in the first place. 

Time distorted and the flow of Time around the area returns to normal. 

The moment the flow of time around them become normal, the mountain where they were having their 

battle exploded and disintegrated almost instantly. 

The sound of the blows that Will and Jean traded with each other finally appears in the world, like the 

sound was delayed before. 

The sound of the blows created sky quakes, the sound travels the world three times. 

All kinds of living things around the mountain also disintegrates into small particles of atom like they 

were reverted back to simple energy particle. 

Everything was annihilated like a divine storm had destroyed them. 

Azief did not try to seek Jean. Instead he strikes toward Will with his palm. Will was not surprised. He 

even has a face of excitement seeing the strike from Azief. 

The palm is swirling with energy. 

The palm transferred the speed that Azief had collected toward Will. And Will take the speed and 

making sure that it reached a balance between his speed and Azief speed. 

And the moment their speed merged with other, they reach synchronicity of speed. 

Like thunderbolts that is chained together, they felt each other speed reaching an equilibrium. Smiling, 

they nodded at each other. 

Then they ran and Time and Space followed them as a rip up in the sky opens. 

Now, there is no one in the world could stop them. 



The space above them opened up, the sky that acted like a blanket that covered the world is temporarily 

cut open. 

The coldness of space invades the world. 

If Earth is still the same Earth before the Fall, these coldness of space would have frozen the Earth over. 

But the moment the coldness enters the Earth like it is automatically rejecting the cold, the Earth core 

heating up and all kinds of phenomenon happened that resist the cold. 

In this brief moment, Azief and Will look up at the sky and then running so fast that the wind and gravity 

seems to have no effect on them, these two ran toward the rip and enters it. 

The moment they enter it, a huge blast covered up the sky, like an explosion of the sun, and a singular 

point of explosion that seems to attract all kinds of particles into it. 

and then the sky closed back up and the coldness of space dissipated. 

Azief and Will had gone to the future. 

Leaving the world by breaking the barrier of Time and Space, it left a scar in the fabric of reality of Earth. 

The energy that is generated from their breaking of Time and Space did not only linger. It degrades the 

foundation of reality and the laws of the world. 

It also messes up the Time Flows and Spatial Positioning of certain area that was affected by the 

explosion and the powerful energy that Azief and Will had created in their race had alter the frequency 

of Earth prime. 

Like a new channel that attracts all kinds of listeners, everyone is tuning in. 

They are attracted by a pulling force and a Multiversal Convergence is happening. Some worlds cold not 

access Earth Prime because of the altering of the frequencies. 

Worlds are colliding. 

This time, it is time for the Trickster to make his move. 

Chapter 749: The trickster and the divine archer 

Azief and Will disappear from the world. Nobody knows about the disappearance of these two. 

The battle that happen between Azief, Will and Jean was too fast that no one had ever noticed the 

fights. 

And after they enter the time space rips, a change happened in the world that obscure even more the 

matter of Azief and Will. 

At the same time that the blast covered up the sky, someone come out from a ship made of bones. 

This person had dock his ship on one of the dockyard of the Island of Peace. 

Beside him there is a woman archer. It is Loki and the Divine Archer Sofia and they already arrive at the 

Island of peace. 
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Loki look toward the sky and smiles bitterly. He could feel the change of the world. And he could feel 

energy is gathering on Earth. 

‘In the end he still did it’ he sighed a bit 

He could not see the whole world but he could guess what is happening right now all over the world and 

the worlds beyond this world 

The world is about to collide with each other’s and the Laws of the world will be altered. 

Energy is filling up the world again. This rush of energy is like the first emergence of magical energy in 

the Fall 

All over the world changes is happening 

The land of the world seems to stretches even further as new mountains sprouted from the ground, 

nurtured by magical energy, becoming new stake that balance the world and the lands that is expanding 

A village that one could arrive in a few hours’ journey now become a place where it would be days 

before they could reach it. 

Rivers appears from the cracks as some parts of the world get depressed and some others get elevated. 

A sense of the world getting larger could be felt by everyone who have acute Divine Sense 

The entire Universe around Earth seems to be affected. It is known that even if one planet is out of 

orbit; the consequences is dire. 

But in a world of magic, things also have a certain change. 

When Earth Prime expanded, the orbits also follow their rules. If Earth becomes bigger, the Sun, and the 

Moon and the planets that affect Earth also changed accordingly. 

Stars stretched out and the entire galaxy seems to be expanding in a speed that a naked eye could see. 

The distance between stars widened. 

The reason why all of this is happening is because surges of all kinds of energies is coming inside the 

world. The world is full of energy and as such it transforms the world. 

Plants absorbs it, the land absorbs it and even the Heavens absorbs it. 

With one look it looks like a blessing. Earth Prime is once again being rained down by energy. If it’s in the 

past, maybe some people would not like it. 

But in this world, that now have people like Death Monarch, everyone desires to become stronger and 

wanted to affect the whole world. 

A few places that is devoid of worldly energy after the battle of powerful people is once again filling up 

with energy. 

Some places which became the site of powerful battle which causes it to have no grass growing on the 

soil, and the area around it wrecked with instability is quickly recovering. 



It probably would birth more of Disk Formation levelers. 

But that is not the case at all. because rarely there is such things that happens without reason. There are 

other worlds. And these worlds are entering Earth through the rips. 

The energy of those world is coming inside Earth. 

‘It would be balanced’ Loki thought to himself. He did not avert his gaze from the sky. Loki seems to be 

waiting for something. And then he saw it. 

A rip appears in the center of the Island of Peace. At first it is only one rips. 

Then suddenly the sky exploded with the sound of ripping. It was like the sound of paper being ripped by 

a powerful force. 

This sound travels the world and everyone in the world could hear it. 

All the Seven Great Powers look at the sky. Those who were hunting stop and look at the sky. 

The merchants that sell their wares along the street, stop selling and buying thing and look at the sky. 

Everyone who could not see the sky from their vantage point would find a place where they could see it. 

And they all saw a rip. It did not matter whether one is in Pandemonium or in the Republic. As long as 

one could see the sky, they could see the rip. 

And the sound of space being ripped did not stop. It continues and echoes across the skies of the world 
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On the Island of Peace, Loki was prepared. 

He clicks his fingers and a few ravens appears in front of him, flying in the air. He touches these raven’s 

forehead with his fingers and then waves his hand. 

The ravens disappeared and appears up there in the sky. 

These raven eyes shines with intelligence and then flapping its wing to fulfil the order of its master, it fly 

forward 

And in the island of Peace the sound of space being ripped suddenly blasted off inside the island and its 

surrounding sea area. 

A space rip appears out of nowhere and creating a blast of energy that distort the area and the Time 

Flow around it. 

This space rips also emanated otherworldly energy, foreign energy that is not found in Earth Prime. 

The rip is around ten feet tall with ten feet width. And it is growing bigger. All over the world, such space 

rips could be seen appearing without rhyme or reason. 

Some of these space rips are small. Some of them are large. But all of them is slowly expanding 



Energy gushes out from this space rip with certain element that did not exist in Earth Prime. Some of 

these element is conducive to life while some other promote death 

The situation in the Island suddenly become chaotic as the World Gate in the secret area of the World 

Government is cracking and breaking. 

The rip on the center of the island is directly above the area where the World Gate is located 

And it is probably the largest rip in the world. 

The expansion of the space rips almost seems like something is about to come out from the rips 

And they are not wrong. 

Whatever coming out from this rip, it must be a large. The Trickster look at the Space rips and he 

frowned a bit 

‘They are coming finally. This would be a little hard’ 

‘As long as they are still in the future, then these rips would not be closed. Though the Orvanians will 

probably sent some reinforcement. But in the end, who knows what Yewa Hafar would do. I still have to 

rely on myself in the end’ He thought to himself. His eyes are trained to the portal. 

‘I guess it is time for me to make a move’ 

Loki waved his hand and a staff appears on his hand. 

Taking a step forward he slowly floated upwards as he flies toward the sky. Sofia did not follow Loki to 

the sky. 

Her method is different 

She squinter her eyes and focus on the portal. It was like she wanted to see what lies beyond the space 

rip. 

She squinted harder and she finally could see it. Her expression turned hard 

‘It is nothing good after all’ She heard the explosion in the sky before and then after that there is this 

rips that appears all over the sky of the world. 

This is what Loki means. 

Azief did something with Will 

And that something had cause all of these space rips and started this event of Multiversal Convergence. 

That is what Sofia presume. 

The sky is filled with space rips with all kinds of sizes and the energy of these space rips are all different. 

As it slowly fills the sky, these rips also appear on the ground. 

Then a roar sounded that echoes through the island, and something is coming out from one of the rip. 

She scoffed. 



Sofia make a move. 

A flash of light appears and the roar that sounded so powerful at that time suddenly turns into roaring 

of pains. A few more light appears and then the roar quiet down. 

Sitting on the top deck, pointing her bow toward the sky is the Divine Archer Sofia. She had made her 

move. 

‘If Azief is here, he would say that you are noisy and swat you with his palm’ And then she smiles a bit as 

more arrows of light formed at the end of her bow point. 

And she plucks the bows and lights exploded toward the sky 

Chapter 750: Hidden might 

Loki who was in the sky look down and smile. A few of those thing that tries to act like scouts were all 

pierced by that arrow of light. 

And Sofia did not only send her arrows to the largest rip of space. 

She also sends it to the other rips of space that is slowly multiplying all over the Island. 

The island is already in full alert mode with the soldiers coming out of their base and engaging. 

Loki took another step and he come closer to one of the largest rip. It is no longer ten feet in height. 

Now it is already a hundred feet in height, and a hundred feet in width. It reaches above the clouds 

reaching the sky. Some people could not see the tip of the portals from below 

Standing in front of it he could see the inside of the space rip. His eyes shines with fires. There is only 

darkness and emptiness in that space rips 

He felt how small he is compared to the space that is laid out in front of him right now. But he is not 

afraid at all 

‘these demonic things finally came. Seresian’ he muttered. 

‘Hah’ he sighed again. 

This is why the later generation termed this the Time Crisis. Because of Will and Azief trying to play with 

Time, a multiversal convergence event had happened. 

Realities and worlds colliding because of this. It also changed the geography of the world with the entire 

world becoming larger. The distance between one continent and the other becomes even distant. 

The reason it was not viewed that terribly in the future is because, this events also increases the energy 

of Earth Prime and also increase Earth prime population. 

But that is the matter of the future. Right now, Loki had to stop this attack. The mater had already 

happened. All he could do is minimized the damage. 

Loki takes a deep breath and close his eyes, his mind is trying to think. There is a lot of plans that he had 

prepared for this day. 
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Seresian is the demonic race that Azief had encountered. And it is a very dangerous race. 

It is in the world of Seresian that Azief got the Eternal Ring. 

That is the place where he sees Demonic Emperor and Demonic Kings fight against each other in the 

War of the Eternal Rings. 

He then went to Earth Two. Because he travels through worlds and weaken the structural integrity of 

the worlds, the Seresian then break open the barrier between worlds and invade Earth two. 

At that time Azief and Will fight with the hordes of the Demonic army, to make sure everyone could 

evacuate before Azief left from that world. 

Today, when Azief and Will had open a rip into the Space Time continuum, he probably would not guess 

what could happen. 

By breaking the Time Space, the conquering race of Seresian notice a weak point in the Multiversal point 

and uses it to open up a space rip connecting the parallel Earths. 

The scar was already there in the first place. So this time when the Time Space of Earth rime is stretched 

by the limit by Azief and Will attempt, that scar opened up. 

The path of the road for the Seresian has always been people leading them and not the other way 

around. 

Azief arrived in the Seresian world. 

Getting the Eternal Ring he escaped from the Seresian world and went to Earth Two creating an open 

door. 

The Seresian then uses that door to invade Earth Two. 

Azief then went back to Earth prime but this time, he closes the door with Will help. 

And with the Orvanians helping to close up any structural integrity of reality all over Earth Prime a few 

years ago, there should not be any breach other than a few Breacher who is the anomaly. 

But Azief and Will today, rip off all the bandages and created vulnerable points of attack. This vulnerable 

points of attack are from other Earths 

And they would attack the entrance and into Earth Prime 

Multiversal convergence opened up the channel between all world, forcefully attracting more and more 

worlds. 

And the worlds that are in the same frequency is about to collide with each other. 

What is colliding is not their planets. 

But their reality is about to collide. 

In one case scenarios, someone would probably have memories of a different kinds of life like they have 

lived in two worlds. 



If only two memories exist that is still acceptable. But what if there is multiple convergence in one 

Earth? 

What if you have memories of a thousand lives? 

You might become crazy and tortured by such distortion of your own reality and the confusion that 

wood resulted after having so many memories of a different lives. 

To sort out all of the memories and try to remember which one are you now is probably impossible 

unless one in the Disk Formation stage which could withstand this kind of convergence of reality on their 

minds. 

Reality is not the only thing that would change. 

Even the geography of the word might be changed. 

Who knows what will happen in a world where the All Source is located. 

Such convergence might lead to effects that surpassed anyone understanding of reality and Time-Space. 

World might merge and memories lost. 

Multiversal Convergence is could also create another brand new reality that went in the extreme and 

create a separate reality that is out of the Omniverse and cut off from the reality of the Omniverse and 

its time flow. 

An abandoned reality. 

Someone might open the space rip accidentally and some would be assimilated and might even fall into 

Earth Prime accidentally as the Multiversal Convergence become longer and longer. 

Loki then open his eyes, his eye sis shining with determination 

‘I already decided didn’t I? Why hesitate at the last moment?’ he asks himself as he smirk at the void 

space in front of him 

‘Heh. If I don’t go to Hell, who will?’ 

Loki could see a living spaceship heading from the emptiness of the void of the rip is about to try to 

come outside the portal 

The demonic soldiers of the Seresian uses living battleship. They combine the functions of a Battlestar 

into a living creature that could attack and bring terror to wherever they go. 

Loki lifted his staff. And then tap it into the wind. The Laws around him seems to be oppressed by a 

powerful energy. 

Loki eyes turns sharp. The wind around him seems to morph into a shape of a sharp saber. Swirling with 

power, the winds look like an executioner weapon. 

Loki then pointed forward with his staff. 

The wind saber moves infinitely fast. 



All the space that pass around it were sliced, the sound of nature shrieking echoes outside the Space 

Tunnel that connects the two world. 

But in the Space Tunnel, the sound could not be heard. 

To call the area inside the Space tunnel a vacuum space, it’s not quite correct. 

Portably even scientist did not create a term to call the kind of state of space in the Space Tunnel yet. 
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It is unlike the other kind of space phenomenon in the Universe. Because it has certain magic that could 

not be recognized. 

Like light, it crashes onto the battleship. A streak of light passes the battleship. 

The battleship keeps moving before suddenly it slowly slide down, cut cleanly in the middle. 

The roars of the demonic soldiers inside the ship echoes inside that space tunnel that connects Earth 

Prime and Earth two. 

The spaceship falls into the void, floating there, unmoving like Time did not move inside this space. 

Those Seresian also floats there, dying almost instantly after the explosion covered them. 

Yet, the explosion seems to happens slowly. One could even see the flame movements coming closer to 

those normal demonic soldiers. 

The demonic soldier also seems to be moving slow. Though in their minds, they must be moving in 

normal sped. 

The dilations of speed, the environment of time and difference between Time Flow inside this Space is 

all bizarre and strange. 

If one is not Divine Comprehension, coming inside the Space Tunnel might trap one in the weird Laws 

that seems to fills the entirety of this Space Tunnel. 

Loki seeing the destruction of the spaceship did not feel happy at all. because behind that one fallen 

spaceship, there is thousands of more flying forward. 

‘This is a bit harder’ And Loki knows, this is not the only rip in the world. He could not be everywhere at 

once. He is not a Sovereign yet 

If not, all of this matter would easily be solved. 

But just because he could not be everywhere at the same time and protect Earth, that did not mean he 

is anxious. 

Smiling he said. 

‘After all, I am not the only one that would protect Earth. And I also need to do something about that 

one in the sky. This place chaotic Laws will help me dealing with that one in the sky’ 

Loki them take another step forward. 



Space and Time distorted around him as he suddenly is inside the Space Tunnel. The moment he enters 

he could feel the chaotic Laws of Time inside the Space Tunnel. 

No one could see him from the outside. 

The moment he enters; it was like he is separated from the Laws in the Earth Prime. 

But he is not completely separated. 

He could feel the different kinds of energy and Laws that is coming from the side of the invaders. 

‘Merging of realities’ Loki said to no one particular. 

He could flee that the Space Tunnel Time Laws is about to oppress him. But his eyes shine green. It had 

been a long time since he uses his Sovereign Soul power. 

His entire body seems to be filled with green mist. This green mist seems to alter the Laws around him. 

His Soul power is altering Laws. 

‘Deceive’ he declares. 

Coming out from his mouth is a language that no one could recognize. 

When one reached the power to change Laws, they would have a language enter their minds This 

language comes from the source of these laws itself. 

Those who understand the laws automatically could speak this language. 

It is unlike any language probably because it is not a language. It is a symbol, contained in a word. That is 

why no one could write it or speak it unless one understands the Laws. 

When Loki utters the world Deceive, the entire Space Tunnel seems to be affected 

‘Deceive!’ Loki shouted. In the future timeline, he, Loki the Trickster is the God of Lies and Truth. 

He could deceive and trick everyone. 

And he could also deceive Laws and turns Lies into truth, and truth into Lies. The truth of the world, the 

Laws that make up that truth could be changed by him. 

And now, in a place where no one could see him, Loki is showing the might of someone who would 

become Sovereign in the future 

 


